This paper considers the problem of rotating a formation of spacecraft from one orientation to another, using an optimal amount of fuel. The formation is constrained to have the same shape at the beginning and end of a maneuver. However, the shape is unconstrained throughout the maneuver. This implies that to optimize fuel, each spacecraft travels in a straight line, from its beginning to end position. A cost function, motivated by the entropy function from information theory, is used to trade o fuel minimization verses equalizing the fuel across the constellation to avoid fuel starvation.
Introduction
Multiple spacecraft formation ying is emerging as an enabling technology for a number of planned NASA missions. An example is the proposed separated spacecraft interferometry missions. Since the life expectancy of a spacecraft is limited by its fuel, fuel optimization is critically important to formation control algorithms. For various application of spacecraft formation ying, including interferometry, the formation is required to assume several orientations. For deep space missions, the physical location of the formation is not as important as its orientation. In this paper we will consider the problem of rotating a formation from one orientation to another. A key observation is that the inertial point about which the formation rotates, determines the amount of fuel consumed by each spacecraft. For example, if the formation rotates about a single spacecraft, then that spacecraft will not consume fuel, while the other spacecraft consume a disproportionately large amount of fuel. There are two optimization objectives. First, we would like to minimize the total combined fuel expended by the formation during a maneuver. Second, we would like to ensure that no spacecraft is starved of fuel, i.e., it is desirable that all the spacecraft run out of fuel simultaneously. It turns out that these are competing goals. The contribution of this paper is to derive (open-loop) control strategies that explicitly tradeo these two objectives.
This paper is similar in spirit to 1] which considers the fuel optimization problem for a formation of spacecraft that are constrained to rotate in a xed formation. In this paper the positions of the spacecraft are not constrained during the maneuver. Preliminary results for this paper were reported in 2].
Wang & Hadaegh pioneered the development of formation ying strategies for tightly controlled spacecraft formations. In 3] they developed nearest neighbor tracking laws to maintain relative position and attitude between spacecraft. Their approach is extended in 4] to the problem of continuous rotational slews. In 5], adaptive control laws are designed to reject common space disturbances.
The application of space-based formation ying to interferometry is discussed in 6]. DeCou 7] studies passive formation control for geo-centric orbits in the context of interferometry. McInnes 8] uses Lyapunov control functions to maintain a constellation of satellites in a ring formation. Ulybyshev 9] uses an LQ regulator approach for relative formation keeping. Formation initialization has been studied in 10].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 our notation is de ned and the basic assumptions made throughout the paper are stated. In Section 3 the cost function is de ned, and the basic open-loop control algorithm is derived. In Section 4 the cost function is analyzed, and an optimization strategy is discussed. In Section 5, simulation results using a constellation with four spacecraft are discussed. Finally, Section 6 gives our conclusions.
De nitions and Assumptions
This section establishes the notation and assumptions that will be used throughout the paper. Assuming that there are N spacecraft in the constellation, de ne N + 2 coordinate systems as follows. Let C O be the inertial coordinate frame and let C R be a coordinate frame designated as the \ro-tation frame." The frame C R is used to specify the point of rotation of the constellation. With each of the N spacecraft is associated a coordinate frame C`.
Let r`, and r R be the position vectors of coordinate frames C`, and C R respectively, in the inertial frame. Also let r R`= r`? r R be de ned as the vectors from C R to C`. The geometry is shown in Figure 1 . 
where u`is a three dimensional unit vector given in C`and is a proportionality constant. The control objective is to rotate the entire constellation through an angle of^ about a unit vector z which is referenced to the coordinate frame C R .
The rotation will be speci ed by a unit quaternion
Given a rotation quaternion q, the quantities z and^ can be found by the following inverse formulas: 
Before and after the rotation, the position of the N spacecraft with respect to C R are speci ed by the position vectors fr R`g Ǹ =1 . The spacecraft are not constrained to maintain the formation during the maneuver. Since the spacecraft do not need to maintain formation, a minimal fuel maneuver for each spacecraft is accomplished by motion in a straight line: thrusting at the beginning and end of the maneuver. The distance traveled by each spacecraft, however, will be proportional to the distance that the spacecraft is from the center of rotation speci ed by C R .
Our approach will be to quantify the fuel expended by the constellation as a function of the position of C R . An optimization algorithm will then be invoked to quantify the tradeo between overall fuel minimization and ensuring that fuel is consumed uniformly across the formation.
Assumptions
The major assumptions made throughout the paper are listed below.
A1. The constellation is in free space. A2. The magnitude of the thrusters is nite but they can re in any direction.
A3. Each spacecraft is a rigid body with mass that is time-invariant. A4. The position of each spacecraft can be determined with respect to the coordinate frame C O .
Formation Rotation
This section derives an algorithm for picking the location of the rotation point, i.e. r R , such that given the initial fuel distribution ff 1 (t 0 ); : : : ; f N (t 0 )g, the nal fuel distribution after the maneuver ff 1 (t f + t 0 ); : : : ; f N (t f + t 0 )g, minimizes the following functional:
The rst term in this functional represents the total amount of fuel expended by the constellation. The second term is motivated by the negative entropy of a probability distribution 11], which is minimum for a uniform distribution, i.e., the second term will be minimized when f i (t f + t 0 ) = f j (t f + t 0 ) for all i; j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng. Letting ! 0 forces the total fuel across the formation to be minimized. Letting ! 1 forces the fuel to be equalized across the formation, i.e., prevents starvation. To minimize this functional, we need to express f i (t f + t 0 ) in terms of r R . For a given r R , f i (t f + t 0 ) is found in two main steps: rst determine a constellation rotation trajectory within the trust capability of all of the spacecraft in the constellation; and second, calculate the fuel consumed by each spacecraft in carrying out the rotation trajectory.
For a given rotation point r R , let d`be the shortest vector from the z axis to C`. The vector d`is found by simple geometry, as shown in Figure 2 
where I is the three dimensional identity matrix. This implies that the transition time t f must be selected such that
(6) Since fuel will be minimized when each spacecraft moves as slowly as possible, the transition time t f is xed for each spacecraft. Therefore, the optimal trajectory and fuel can be calculated separately for each spacecraft. It is shown in 12], that for a double-integrator plant with input saturation, the time-optimal/fuel-optimal control problem is solved by a bang-o -bang thrust pro le. Letting r`(t 0 ) be the initial position of the`t h spacecraft, the nal position is given by r`(t f + t 0 ) = A(q) (r`(t 0 ) ? r R ) (7) where q is the error quaternion between the initial and desired constellation, 
and let y`(t) be the distance that the spacecraft has traveled along u`at time t. Then the position of the`t h spacecraft at time t is r`(t) = r`(t 0 ) + y`(t)u`; t 0 t t f + t 0 :
De ne the following time intervals:
T 1 = t 0 ; t w`+ t 0 ); 
The fuel expended by the`t h spacecraft is then f`(t 0 ) ? f`(t f + t 0 ) = 2 t w`
which implies that f`(t f + t 0 ) = f`(t 0 ) ? 2 t w`
Substituting from Equations (7) 
The cost function J is computed by plugging into Equation (4).
The Optimal Point of Rotation
The objective of this Section is to analyze the di culty in optimizing the cost function in Equation (4) to nd the optimal point of rotation r R . We will show that J is continuously di erentiable in the convex hull of the constellation, and that for small , J is a convex function of r R . Let H be the convex hull of the constellation de ned as follows: Note that if t f satis es Equation (6) then the term in the square root will always be positive if r R 2 H(t 0 ), and will be bounded uniformly away from zero for all r R 2 H(t 0 ).
The vector^r krk is a unit vector that is well de ned for allr 6 = 0. From Equation (7) kr`(tf+t0)?r`(t0)k ; t 0 t t w`+ t 0 0; t w`+ t 0 t t f ? t w`+ t 0 ? `r`( t f +t 0 )?r`(t 0 ) kr`(tf+t0)?r`(t0)k ; t f ? t w`+ t 0 t t f + t 0 :
Simulation Results
This section describes simulation results using the approach described in this paper. Simulations were performed in Matlab and Simulink. The initial fuel distribution is f`(t 0 ) = (1; 1; 1; 1) (kg). Figure 4 shows four contour plots of J, projected onto a plane perpendicular z, as a function of r R for the parameters listed in Table 5 . The X's in the gure represent the location of the spacecraft. The O represents the center center of unavailable fuel mass, de ned by Equation (12) . Figure 4 (a) shows J when the initial fuel is equally distributed among the spacecraft, and where fuel equalization is emphasized. Note that for large , J is not necessarily convex. The fuel used by each spacecraft after a single 90 degree rotation is shown in Figure 5 . Notice that when fuel is equalized, it is not necessarily minimized. In general, minimization and equalization are con icting criteria.
The fuel used after 15 consecutive randomly selected rotations, is shown in Figure 6 . Cases where = 0, = 10 5 and = 100 are shown in subplots(a), (b), and (c) respectively. For = 0 the total fuel used was 2:06 10 ?5 (kg), for = 10 5 the total fuel used was 9:79 10 ?5 (kg), for = 100 (kg) the total fuel used was 3:1 10 ?5 (kg).
Conclusions
In this paper we have derived an algorithm that trades o fuel minimization and fuel equalization across a constellation of spacecraft in free space, where the relative position vectors between the spacecraft are unconstrained. A side product of the algorithm is an open loop control strategy for each spacecraft that accomplishes the maneuver. The approach presented in this paper is very similar, in spirit, to that presented in 1], which considers the problem of fuel equalization for a constellation of spacecraft when the relative position vector between the two spacecraft is constrained during the rotation. While the approach is similar to 1] the results are di erent. The algorithm derived in this paper has also been used within another algorithm to determines the optimal size of the fuel tanks for an interferometry mission that consists of hundreds of formation rotations. That algorithm will be described in future work. 
